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Introduct ion

Abstract
Histolog i cal

chanyes

in

wiener

The microstructure of a f ood i s usually
studied for one of two reasons. There arc basic
studies f or which the dominant motive i s
intellec tua l
curiosity, where representative
photomic rograp hs
enhance
the discussion of
results
as
well
as
illustrate
principal
observations. Mere often , the microst r ucture is
examined to deterr.Ji ne how t wo or more batches of
the same foodstuff differ physically as a res ult
of changes in product formul ation , production
met hods or spoilage .
In s uch comparat iv e
st udies,
the use of subjectively SE.- lected
"rep resentative "
micro sco pic
fields
may
illu st rate differences but not quantify them.
Knowing that two or more samples a re different in
some way, a microscopist may tend to se l ec t t:
field t hat will "repres ent " only t he differences
and ignore the similarities. The pur pose of this
paper is to s uggest tha t multi -compone nt foods be
examined according
to
principles
used
i r1
mathematica l ecology, implying objective sampl i ng
plans and statistical analysis to quantify
differences .
This
approach
will
produce
numer i ca l va lu es for structu r al features which
nay t hen be compa red to numbers generated by some
f unct i onal or sensory test.
The s ubj ec t of this r·eview has been und er
stu dy fo r mo re than t~1enty yea rs . Hansen (1960)
is gene rally credited as the first to conauct a
mic roscop ic exa mination of fine ly comm i nute d
meats such a wieners . Makin g wien e r s and si milar
sa usage products had long been an indu s trial art
and a co!Tlllercial s ucces s , but fat and v:ater lo ss
during
processing ~:a s
sometin1es
excess ive.
Although th i s problem proviclf'd the impetus for
liansen ' s
work ,
he
used
l ow- magnificntion
microsco py to seek an understandi !'lg of the basic
theory
governing
the
stability of vliener
emulsions . He showed that the amount of chopp ing
lilust be sufficient to form a prote i n r:1c1trix whi ch
f ully enclosed the dispersed fat glo bul es ; th at
the salt soluble proteins appeared t o concentrate
at t he surface of the fat globules to form a
stabil iz i ng membra ne ; and that th e higher tempe r atures assoc i ated with excess chopping might
partia lly denatu re the prote in matrix and permit
unp rotec ted fat globules to sepa rate during
smo king and cook i ng .
Hansen's only experiment

batters

during chopping and cooking have often been
illustrated with "represe ntative" fields . Th e
practice of se l ec ting represen tat ive fi elds
ignores variation and leads to word descr iptions
that cannot be correlated with numerical sco r es
for functional or sen sory tests . If wieners a r e
regarded as a multi-component system, objec tivity
can be a chi e ved by selecting many fields for each
samp l e according to a rigid sampling plan. Ima ge
analysis quantified parameters of both the fat
and protein co mponents . The reduction in size of
fat globules during chopp i ng of a commercial
formu l ation, for examp l e, was a function of area
and aggregate per imeter of several hundred
globu l es compiled by a cor.1puter . There wa s no
relati ons hip between wiener firmne ss and any
feature o f th e microstructure ; but even at a low
magnification of 30x , several sta ti st i cally
differen t factors were exposed during t his survey
which require furt he r st udy .
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involving the microstructure of the whole wiener
was the one on variable chopping time that
emphasized the role of the protein matrix. His
demonstration of a protein membrane around the
fat globules was obtained experimentally by
examin1ng a diluted slurry \-Jhich had been
defatted with xylene, and the essential role of
salt solub le proteins was demonstrated in a model
system involving meat extracts and pork fat mixed
in a laboratory blender.
It was primarily through the use of model
systems, rather than further studies of microstructure, that the role played by sult soluble
proteins
in
the
formation
of
stabilized
comminuted meat systems was to be studied more
thoroughly . S~t1ift, Saffle and their co-~t1orkers
~t1ere among those who categorized meat prote·ins on
the basis of their emulsifying capacity in mode l
systems (Swift et al. 1961; S~tlift and Sulzbacher
1963 ; Helmer and Saffle
1963;
Saffle and
Galbreath 1964; Carpenter and Saffle 1964, 1965;
Saffle 1968; Acton and Saffle 1970, 197!).
During this period , Borchert et al. (1967) used
electron micro sc opy to show the protein membrane
around fut globules and its disruption during
cooking; and coincidently pointed to the existence of rnuny fat bodies as small as 0.1 JJm with
the hope that this would stimulate further work
on the nature of meat "emulsions". The signifi cance of the work of Borchert et al. (1967) was
thilt. the protein membrane around fat globules
could apparently be broken during cooking without
causing fat loss .
Work on the prob-!em of fat separation during
cooking overshadowed atte-ntion to th€' continuous
protein phase described in the microstructure
study by Hansen (1960), anci there was a sema ntic
difficulty caused by the use of the word
"emulsion".
For example, Fronirg et al. (1970)
shO~tif?d that salt soluble proteins were as essential to \·Jieners made from po ultry meat as they
were to red meats , and by imbedding sections in
paraffin they illustrated this with photomicrographs . However, they described meat emulsions
simply as 11 oil in water emulsions with the
disperse phase being droplets of the oil and the
continuous phase being water".
Jr. a similar
paper. Hargus et al. (1970) discussed differences
in structure between proteins in whit e and dark
turkey meats.
These authors seemed willing to
interrelate fat and protein in their
twoparagraph discussion of a histological survey,
but they Dnce again empha~lZed fat globule size.
Angel et al . (1974) did a comparative study of
three machines for mechanically deboning poultry
meat, using variable chopping times an d microst ructura l differences between ra1<1 and cooked
products as bases for comparison; but in line
~tiith the existing practice, they restricted their
analysis of structure to the size and distribution of fat globules.
In the colloquial sense, "emulsion" had been
used by sa usage makers to imply the dispersion of
fat in a protein matrix; wh ere as, in the physicochemical sense, a true emulsion was defined by
Becher (1965) as "a heterogeneous system consisting of at least one immiscible 1 iquid intimately
dispersed in another (liquid) in the form of

droplets, whose diameters in general exceed 0.1
JJDl".
True emulsions were probably obtained by
those such as Saffle (1968) who used oil
titration methods to measure the emu lsify ing
capacity of various proteins . Yet van den Oord
and Visser (1973) questioned the assumption that
wieners were true emulsions and shifted the
emphasis from fat alone back to the fat-protein
matrix system. Usi ng extensive photDmicrographs,
they described wiener batters as particles of
solid fat rather than droplets of liquid oil,
dispersed in a salt-water- protein matrix . After
cooking, the fat particles were described as
being enclosed
in cavities
formed
by the
coag ulated ,
solid,
protein-like
neh10rk.
Furthermore, none of the products they studied
had a protein membrane that was different from
the original fat cell membrane.
It may be impossible to encompass all
COillllercial
products within a single theory.
The no and Schmidt (1978), using SEM, found that
one brand of frankf urter had a coarse protein
matrix
which
mechan ic ally
fixed
large
fat
globules
in
dccordance 1·1ith
the
structure
proposed by van den Oord and Visser (1973}.
However, a second brand had a more finelytextured protein r1wtrix and 1t1as "emulsion like"
~tlhilc a third had the characteri:.tics of a true
emulsion ; namely, the fat particles had been
reduced to an extremely small size, they did have
a pt·oteinaceous coat, and they were bound in
place by small protein cross bridges.
In a
related note, concerning the variability in
commercial products, Cassens and Schmidt (1979)
\\'ere able to statistically s upport the contention
of Angel et al . {1974) that the firmest wieners
had the smallest fat globules, but they suggested
that fin.mess was related to the more extensive
protein matrix required to surround the larger
number of 5n1aller fat globules .
Renewed emphasis on the function of proteins
was r-:1ost important to those who wished to replace
some of the meat with comparatively less expensive vegetable and milk proteins whil e retaining
maximum
nutr itional
value
and
satisfacto ry
functional and sensory properties.
Randall et
al. (1976) found that the use of extenders such
as textured soy protein, powdered soy protein,
soy isolate, gluten and egg white. as well as
tripe and cooked beef, decreased firmness and
increased water loss during cooking in proportion
to the rate of substitution.
However, the fat
loss was not severely affected until the replace ment rate exceeded 40% of the meat protein.
Referring to the microstructure study of Cassens
et al. (1975) for support, they sunnised that the
textun~ of the replacement protein governed the
texture of the finished product. They concluded
that fat and water binding are not unique factors
contributing to textural properties, and that a
property of the protein such as thermal coagula bility exerted a greater effect.
Smith et al.
(1973) concluded that finely-divided protein
solids can play a role in emulsion stabilization
based more on their physical state than on their
solubility . Comer (1979) showed decisively that
conventional measurements such as the emulsifying
capacity of proteins did not correlate with
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perimeter of both the fat and protein phases
because current theories of wiener structure
involve the formation of a continuous protein
matrix of sufficient perimeter to surround the
discontinuous
globules
of
fat .
This
demonstration of image analysis stresses the
difference bet\·Jeen
the type of
infonnation
obtainable
by
quantitative
analysis
ana
subjective word descriptions of representative
fields.

either emulsion stability or texture in wiener
formulations.
On the contrary, various fill~rs
which had favourable etfects upon homo~enate
stabi 1 ity had negative effects upon product
texture. He stressed the observation that water
binding and gelation characteristics of the
proteins probably account for the comparative
softness of ~vieners containing vegetable protein.
A previous report from this laboratory
(Kempton et al. 1982) showed that the inclusion
of nonmeat proteins in wiener for mulations caused
major distortio ns in the microstructure of the
batters
whi ch
were
clearly
visible
at
a
magnification of 30x under a light microscope,
but only in some fields .
Therefore , a large
number of photographs was obtained for each
prcduct by a rigid, objective sampling plan. The
degree of distortion in each photograph ~1as
measured by pattern analysis and the results were
subjected to computer analysis by a statistical
package kr.own as the "two-within-four randomization test" .
The results were expressed as the
number of slide preparations on which the
ingredients were "clumped" rather than having a
random pattern. Emphasis was placed on the
unrel iabi 1 ity of "representative" fields. which
would have been more unreliable at higher magnifications. This present study pursued the concept
that the r:Jicroscopic evaluation of wieners should
be bas e d on an objective evaluation of rnany
fields selected by following a rigid sa rnpl ing
plan.
Image analysis, cuupled to s tatistical
methods 1vhich are comparatively simple and
readily available, was applied to a survey of the
changes that occurred during the diopping ar1d
cooking of various industrial wien e r formulations.
The program used measured the total a rea and

~laterials

and 1'-':ethods

1-laterial s
---Th-e-"comf11ercial" batters \1/ere prepared and
supplied by a major producer of corrrninuted meats
and represented a typical least-cost formulation.
The
precise
ratio of
ingredients
was
not
divulged .
A 100-lb lot reterred to only as a
"final blend" was placed in a Kraru.:r-Grebe silent
cutter. Grab samp les of several pounds each were
removed by the sausage 111<.1ker after 10, 20, 30, 40
and 50 revolutions. A portion of each sample r1as
Tv!Jle 1. Characteristics of camercial

products

!l:signation Revolutions
in cutter

Yieldl

Fat lossl

10

90.55

0. 99

20

91.08

0.52

1.9S

30

92.55

0.22

2.19

40

92.44

0.17

1.94

50

92.53

0.18

1.96

Coo.rse
t"ediun
Fine

(% vol~re) (% vol LJ1E)

1.99

1 All values are rreans of 10 ()?terminations
Table 2.
Sanple
It!

Olaracteristics

of

Q:signation

exr:weriri'ental

prcx:.lucts
Ingredients
(Protein Scucce)

Revolutions
in cutter

Tota l
Shrink

Texture (kg)
HS09J=0.223

(%'eight)
~Wiun

]50

Coarse

75

ALL i'£AT

10.98

3.00

fEAT+
EXTEIIJER II().

12. 15

1.85

flediun

150

12.04

1.89

Fine

225

11.77

1.93

rvedill11

]50

11.29

1.96

11.05

1.93

!0.71

1.58

10.52

1.50

fv'ediun

l•fAT +
EXTEIVER

II().

2

I·EAT

150

EXTENDER II(). 3
Fine

225 1

Fine

2252

PEAT+
EXTOOER II().

1 Extender added after 150 revolutions
2 Extender and binder added after Ell revolutions
3 fbnest Significant Difference based on Tukey's test ('l:l% level of probability)" 0.22.
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frozen at - 18°C a nd retained as t he ra 1" product ,
a n<.J t he remainder was sent to 0 . Raymond, Food
Research Institute, Ottawa, Ont. , where cook
stability was determined by the method developed
by Ranken (1973) as modified by Randall et al.
(1976).
Fin11ness of the cooked product was
measured using the method desc rib ed by Vo i sey and
Randall (1977) fo r the Universal Food Rheoc" 'er
(UFR) . Pe1·ti nent performance data are summarized
in Table 1.
Finished wien ers were frozen, and
ret urn ed for microstructure analysi s .
"experimental"
batters
containing
The
sig nific ant amounts of nonmea t prot e in were
supplied by a second industrial concern . Batte rs
were prepi!red in a silent c utter .
Wi ene r s
representins eac h batter we re prepared and
eva l uated as described above.
However, Table 2
was constructed from data s up plied by the
manufacturer .
Complete
formulations
and
variables in preparation were made available
(Kempton , unpublished}, but Table 2 contains only
information
req uired
for
this
paper.
The
in volvement of different industrial and govern mental laboratories , and the transport of large
samples, made it logistically impossible to
i11rnerse samples in li quid nitrogen. Pre li minary
st udies showed that the structural damage caused
by freezing to -1 8°C did not obsc ure t il e ability
of image analysis to qua nt ify similarities and
differences !.lmong the various products.

3

2

,

2

4

5

3

IsLICE I

t

DODD

PLANE 1

9~?

PLANE 2

"OUTER"

"INNER"

PHOTOGRAPHS

RANDOM NUMBER TABLE ; SAMPLE UNITS , 1.4 ,3
A • TRACE ALL B PHOTOS
B • TRACE INNER 4 PHOTOS
C • TRACE OUTER 4 PHOTOS

j
SCHEME
UNIT 1
UNIT 2

Sampl8 Preparation and Mic r oscopy
Fig. 1 is an abbreviated illu st ration of the
proce dure use d to obtain microscopic fields
s uitabl e for sta tistically val i d ana l y s i s . For
additiona l inf ornot i on see Kempton et al . (1982) .
Five sample unit 5 were taket1 at random from the
2-ky frozen samrle of raw product and trir.r11ed to
2 em x 2 em x l ern rcctongular prisms , while
filil intaining the temperature at -1 8°C . For cooked
products, the sample units were 5 Hieners made
from the batter, frozen for transpot·t, and kept
frozen at -l 8°C.
51 ices 20 vm thick were made
with n Cryo Cut Cryostat (MoGP.l 840 , Ame.-l'ican
Optical (A/0) , Buffalo, N. Y. ) set at - 25 ' C.
Thret:: slices were taken from each unit by
selecting the fir~t slice, discarding the next
nine , selecting the eleventh, discarding the: next
nine and finally selectin9 the tweuty - first
slice .
The slices were fixed on slide s by immersion
in a 1 : 1 (v/v) solution of sat urated mercuric
chloride and absolute ethanol for a minimum of 6
h. The fixed s l ices were stained for 20 mi n in
a working so luti on of Oil Red 0 according to
Disbrey and Rack (1970). The slides were wash ed
in running \·late r f or 10 min , counterstained i n a
0 . 5% solution of Light Green (C . !. No. 42095) ,
then washed again in ru nning water for 10 min .
Fat retains the red stair. and the protein
component i~ stained green.
The stained sl ice:s were mounted under a
Nikon A~hcphot mi croscope (Nippon Kogaku KK,
Jupen) equipped with a 35 llJil Nikon M-35 FA
camcro . Each slice was sampled by photog1·aphy of
as many as four adjacent fields on eac h of b1o
linear tran~ects (called Planes on Fig. 1). This
plan potentially y i elds 120 obje c tively selected

SLICE 1

c

SLICE 2

B

SLICE 3

A

UNIT3

4B PHOTOGRAPHS
Fig. 1. Sampling procedure from whi ch as many as
120 phot ographs could be obtained ft·om eac h
sample (5 units x 3 slices x 8 microsco pe
fields) , reduced to 48 photographs by random
select i on .
See Keu1pton et al . (1982} for
complete details.
photographs of each sdnlple .
This plan was
reduced to 48 randomly se l ected photographs by the
procedure detailed on Fig. 1 . After e xperience
with the degree of homoge ne ity found , the
sampling was reduc e d to as few as 20 ph otographs
during the course of this st udy .
Component Ana 1ys is
In order to analyze each compo nent in the:
photographs. it wa s necessary to trace each
separately onto a transparency s heet using a
black,
felt-ti pped
pen.
Each
tracing was
analyzed using an Image Ana l yzer (Quantimet 720 ,
Imanco, Monsey, N. Y. }. The program, written in
Bas ic la nguage , inputs area and perimeter for
each feature and accumulates area and perimeter
to give aggregate totals.
The data were analyzed by a two-way f i xed
effects analysis of variance us ing BMDP70. The
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Fig. 1.
When all 108 photographs of these
batters v1ere shuffled like a deck of cards, they
could not then be divided accurately into three
piles corresponding to the amount of chopping.
On the other hand, all 216 photographs could
be easily and accurately sepilrated into two piles
corresponding to raw batters and cooked wieners.
This separiltion was based primarily on the darker
hues of both the fat and protein phases after
cooking, and secondarily on t he impression that
there was less material and more open space ,
generally , in the photographs of the cooked
product. The subjective observation of greatest
theoretical importance was that most of the fat
uglobules" in the raw batters appeared to be
closely surrounded by a coating of protein; while

factors themselves were PREPARATION [RAW, COOKED]
and GRIND [COARSE, MEDIUM, FINE].
No post-lwc

tests were performed.
Results and Discussion
Chopping and Cooking of an All Meat Commercial
Formulation
Experiments
involving
variable
chopping
regimes have been done several times with wieners
of varying composition . However, the first part
of this study differs from previous work in that
changes in both the fat and protein phases wen::
described in numerical terms, the amount of void
or open space was measured, and quantitative
measurements of the interaction between the
amount of chopping and changes during cooking are
also novel. Kempton et al. (1982) explained why
many microscopic fields of each sample must be
selected by an objective sampling plan such as
Fig . 1 if the results of histological studies of
wieners are to be presented as statistically
valid numbers.
In this present paper, irnz..ge
anillysis was used instead of pattern analysis
because the major expected change was that the
fat component would be dispersed into more but
smaller particles as chopping continued. Wiener
batters were tested for tat loss and yield during
cooking, and UFR measurements of firmness were
n:ade on the fini shed products (Table 1) so that
the potential for comparing morphological changes
and functional chayacteristics would at least
exist.
Ingredients of a commercial formulation
chopped for 10 revolutions in a silent cutter
produced a batter Hhich the sausage maker
described as "coarse"; vdth batters chopped for
30 and 50 revolutions described as "medium" and
"fine" respectively. The performance data given
in Table 1 show that. e ven the "coar se " batter
produced a wi ener of acceptable firmness, and the
fat loss from this batter during cooking, while
highPst of the thr'ee, was not
considered
excesslVe.
Fig . 2 may be of inte rest as a
reference, because as far as is known this is the
first publication of a color plate in which
changes in the fat and protein during chopping
and after cooking have been shovm using a
differential stain.
H1cse ph otomicrographs are
reprcsentu.tive in the statistical sense be cau se
they we re assembled to illustrate mean values
that had been ascertained by image analys is of 36
microscopic fields of each treatment. They are
presented here to di ~cuss how appearances may be
aec.eiving when any one photograph is selected to
represent a product.
Subjectively, the fat
globules in the coarse batter (Fig. 2a) could bE'
described as large amorphous massf's that beca me
more regular and ovoid as chopping progressed, as
well
as
becoming
smaller
(Fig.
2h,
2c).
Similarly, the protein in the coarse batter could
be described
subjectively as thick strands
retaining some evidence of tissue structure ~1hich
v1aS dispersed into a thinner, more uniform matrix
during chopping . The point is that these simple
and expected changes v1ere not substc.ntiated by
visual inspection of a11 the photomicrographs
obtained by the random sampling plan outlined in

after cooking (Fig . Zd, Ze, Zf) the fat could be

described
better
as
irregularly
shaped
"particles" which appeared to be retracted from
their protein coating although most remained
trapped in crevices within a protein matrix.
This subjective analysis of Fig. 2 agreed more
with the theory propos ed by van den Oord and
Visser (1973) than with the emulsion theory. The
description of fat in raw batters as amorphous
masses surrounded by protein corresponds to the
concept of a dispersion cf solid fat, and the
er1closure of fat in cavities formed by the
coagulation of protein during cooking suggested a
physical
network
rather
than an emulsion.
However, as it was with photographs of the raw
batters, the 108 photographs of the cooked
wienel'S could not be subdivided visually into
three piles co rresponding to th e amount of
chopping .
Therefore,
the program of image
analysis was broadened to determine whether there
11ere quanti tu t i ve differences between a raw
batter an d its corresponding cooked product in
eithtr the fat, protein or open space components
and to determin e whether there were subtle
changes during chopping which co uld not be
discerr.ed by visual analysis of the randoml y
selected microscopic fields.
It was not possible to perform image
analysis directly on the colored photographs by
using filters to block one color while measuring
the complimentary color, which would appear
black. There were two technical problems which
prevented this preferred approach.
First, the
colors were not unifonr. and no sinsle filter
vmuld block out all of the fat , which varied in
hue betv1e en pale pink and deep red. Similarly,
the color of the protein varied from blue-green
to black. The second problem was that there were
areas in every photograph whE:-re fat and protein
were overlayed, and red and green together
blocked all transmitted light and produced a
black photoyraphic image in those areas.
Both
problems are related to the fact that a slice has
depth. This difficulty could probably be reduced
by obtaining thinner slices, but it will be
inherent in images obtained by transmitted light
through any histological preparatiun.
Bergeron
and Durand (1977) overcame the problem of
conveying histological information obtained from
photographs with \1/0rd descriptions by
co 1 ored
tracing the structures they wished to discuss.
Tracing each component in the wiener separately
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produced a series of three images for each
photograph as illustrated by Fig. 3. Diagrams of
the empty spaces (Fig . 3c, 3f, 3i), which are
either air pockets or water , were used to ensure
that the sum of the thl'ee compcnents equalled the
total area of the photograph .
The tracing
process introduced subjective decisions in areas
of the colored photographs where fat and protein
were overlayed . Furthermore, it is unlikely that
all of the ve ry small holes in the protein
matrix , and all the very small fat particles
particularly evident in Fig. 2c , 1--1ere accurately
portrayed in Fig. 3g. However, Fig . 3a, 3d , 3g
illustrate the dispersion of fat, and Fig. 3b ,
3e, 3h port ray the formation of a "honeycomb"
protein matrix more clearly
than Fig .
2.
Admission of this diff i culty is one reason why
the procedure v1as evaluated first on an all meat
formulation, about which there is a large body of
histological knowledge and predictable results
we r e expected .
Computer printouts of data
obtained from image analysis of the chopping and
cooking of an all meat wiener formulation are
given as Fig. 4 , Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
No ~priori assumptions were made regarding
the degree of central tendency that would eme~·ge
from analysis of tracings of 36 photornicrc;graphs
or what type of distribution aro und the mean
cuuld be expected . A relatively l arge range was
expected from cursory analysis of the many fie l ds
selected by t he objective sampling plcHl.
For
example, one photograph of the coarse raw batter
was abcut 80% blank space.
I n s pite of t he
range ,
t he
resu l ts
approxin1ated
a
normal
distribution uround mean values. Based on mean
values , the area occupied by prote ·1n did not
change at all during chopping (Fig . 4) and an
apparent upward trend in the area occ upied by fat
dul'ing chopping was not s tatistical l y significant
(Fig . 5) . Since the tota l area occupied by fat
or protein was not expected to change during
chopping, these consistent n1ea n values, each
derived from 36 photcgraphs, indicated that this
technique
probably
quantified
his tolo gical
changes with greater accuracy than could be
achieved by any assessment of single r epresentative fields .
The average size of the fat globules was
expected to change during chopping , by all
previous reports and by visual assessment of the
photographs .
This could not be adequdte l y
illustrated by dividing the area occupied by fat
by the number of fat globules t o give a numerical
"average" .
Kempton
(unpublished)
produced
histograms showing that chopping caused an
increase in the number of smaller fat globules;
but the numerical average size was weighted in
the direction of one or t~<IO large globules that
accounted for as much as 50% of the fat , even in
a finely chopped batter . Howeve r, image analysis
showed that the aggregate perimeter of the fat
phase in the raH batters increased from 1000 mrn
in the coarse batter to i500 mm in tire fine
batter : an increase of 50% (Fig. 6 . ) Since the
area remained statistically constant , this increase in perimeter became an i ndirect nume rica l
rneasurement of the decreasing size of the f at
globules. This ir1crease in the fat perimeter may

be a direct measurement of the increase in
protein perimeter required to enclose the i at.
Angel et al . (1974) and Cassens and SchrTidt
(1979) concluded that firmness i'.ras directly
related to the size of the fat partie!~~ . 1hat
was true in their studies of various fini ~h ed
products , but if universally applied it wculd
mean that continued chopping should incrEase
firmness .
In this study, UFR measurements uf
firmness (Table 1) did not correlute with the
decreasing size CJf the fat globules .
The
decrease in size of the fat globules was the cnly
structural change that was directly correld.td
~<lith
the amount of chopping; but contr-ary to
other
repol'ts ,
this
was
of
no
pract-ccl
significance as a criterion for performance.
All
other
statistically
different
observatio ns showed that the medium batter , and
the wieners made froril it, were distinct in
severa l \'lays . For example , and to complete the
discussion of changes ca used by chopping, Fi~. 7
shows th<.!t the perimeter of the protein plase
increased betvl(:£-r. the coarse and medium chopping
regimes, but fell back as chopping continuec to
the "fine" stuge .
After cocking , the crea
occupied by protein was greater in the med iumground pr oC:uct, but unchanged (at 2700 nw2) in
the other tHo (Fig. 4) . Fat l oss during coo k· ny,
expressed as area (Fig . 5) , was CY.pected to
con,·elate i'lith the actual lo~s of fat showr in
Tab l e 1 but it did not.
Although bo t h ~:\t re me
batters lost fat, according to the n~orpholog r cal
duta there i'.ras no loss of fat when the medium
batter was cooked . Since the area uccupied by
fat and protein distinguished the r.re di um ba·.ter
but ciid not change in any consistent pat ~ ern
during cooking, the question of i~hether the fat
shrank or the protein expanded (Fig. 2) v1as
r·eso l ved .
The t wo phase s simply dre1--1 apart.
Fig. 7 singles out the medium batter i:tgain as the
only one to show a loss in the aggregate
perimettt' c.:f the protein ~hase dut·ing cooking.
Further discussiun of the unique nature of
the
"medium"
chopping
regimEc>,
inclu di ng
interactions among structut·al parameters, wou ld
not be productive at this time . Empirically , the
medium batter was expected to produce the fi rr.rcst
wier1er, with the least amount of fat loss e1nd
total shrin k during cooking. This was not borne
out by measurements conducted by Agriculture
Canada and given in Table 1 . Ther'efore, there is
no perfon11ance criterion to \'lhich the observed
structut·al differences associated with the n1edium
batter can be ccmpa red .
Chopping and Cooking of Experimental Formulations
Containing Vegetable Proteins.
Wieners made i·lith significant amounts of
nonrneat protein were known to be fundan: entall y
dif f erent , histologically, than comparable all
meat products . Pattern analysis showing clumping
was one way of rne<.lsuring charges visib l e at low
magnification (Kempton et al. 1982) .
Imag e
analysis exposed further diffe r ences .
Fi~J .
b
includes an al l meat control , but other....lise it 1s
analagous to the way changes in the area of the
protein were displayed in Fig . 4 . The area of
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Fig. 2 Photos a-c : Representative fields of conmercial wiener batter chopped to coarse, medium and
fine sta ges respectively. Fat is stained red, protein is green. Photos d- f: Representative fields
of corrroercia l cooked wieners produced from batters chopped to coarse, medium and fine stages
respecti vely. Fat appears to be trapped in protein matrix .
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MEDIUt1
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PROTEIN COMPONENT

1mm
OPEN SPACES

.... ,':;

'·" ~ :. ~'
Fig . ~

Typical traci~gs of each component in corm1ercial wiener batters, showing changes dur in g

chopp1ng.

These trac1ngs were subjected to i mage analysis.
Whatever the explanation may be, these changes
and differences were not related to wiener
fi nnness.
Had this study been performed solely to
relate microstructure to wiener firmness, there
would have to be one feature emerge that would
separate the contro l wieners that had a texturefirmness value of 3.0 kg (Table 2) from all
wiener s containing some vegetable protein which
had UFR values in the relatively narrow range of
1.58-1.96 kg.
Although this study was not
successful in this respect, Fig . lO may further
illustrate the wrong conclusion that could be
drawn from visual assessment of photomicrographs
while it serves to show what image analysis
actually measured . These tracings represent mean
values and there is a striking visual difference
between the typical "fi lagree" or "h oneycomb "
appearance of the protein phase in the all meat
control (Fig. lOa ) and the severely fragmented
protein
in
the finely
ground
batter that
contained a proportion of vegeta bl e protein (Fig.
lOd).
If there were only these two samples, it
would be subjectively cone l uded that fragmen ta tion is typical of nonmeat products and is the
cause of the difference in texture . Image analysis again showed that , contrary to appearances ,

the photomicrographs occupied by protein did not
remain constant during chopping the way it did

with al l meat batters. Compared to the specific
control for this experiment, the coarse ly chopped
amend ed batter appeared to have more protein, the
medium batter had the same amount as the control
(3300 rm12) and the finely chopped batter had

less.

A loss of protein area

occurred during

cooking, except for the finely shopped amended
batter whi ch having l ost the most during chopping
posted
a gain
during
cooking .
The
large
shrinkage in the protein component of the a~ 1
meat product (Sample I) from 3300 to 2000 mm ,
was totally unexpected. This may be a measure of
the variation enco untered in comparcttive studies
of wien ers made by different companies. Fig 9 is
introduced to show that this was not an isolated
occurrence.
Various formulations were identical
when chopped to the medium stage, and the
apparent shrinking of the protein during excessive chopping co uld not be avoided by adding the
vegetable
component
later
in
the chopping
process.
Changes in the area of protein in
photomict·ographs indicate a change in the de nsity
of the protein, not in the amount of protein
present.
Varying degrees of hydration would be
one possible explanation for the changes noted.
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Fig. 4 Mean values and variation in area of
photomicrographs occupied by protein, as affected
by chopping and cooking a commercial wien er
fo rrau lation.

Fig .
~lean value s and variation in area of
photomicrographs occupied by fat, as affected by
chopping
and
cooking
cormtercial
wiener
formulation.

the number of "features" (in th i s instance bits
of protein) was not statistically different and
the "ave r age" size of the protein f eatu r es wa s
nearly the same.
That is because the apparent
"honeycomb" p icture shown as Fig. lOa contained a
number of very small features . As it was with
the fat phase in the all meat products, the
apparent differences in the protein strands could
be measured only by the interaction of protein
area (Fig. 8) an d protein perimeters shown in
Fig. 11. The coarse batter that had the largest
protein area also had the smallest protein
perimeter of the four batters.
In other words,
the large protein mass which occupied 4200 mm2,
as quantified in Fig. 8 and illustrated in Fig.
lOb, had a per i meter of on l y 1650 mm. The finely
ground batter 2hat had only 57 % as much protein
area (2400 rrrn ) had as much perimeter as the
coarse batter (1800 mm).
This high ratio of
perimeter to area was t he true measure of the
smaller size of the protein features in the fine
batter shown in Fig. lOc. The "control 11 batter

batte r)
produced wiener s
that were widely
different in texture.
Two that looked quite
different
(the coarse and
medium batters)
produced wien ers that were texturally similar .
Any emphasis on the fat component at the
expense
of
the
protein
comp onen t
seemed
unwarranted be ca use it was the protein that was
substituted. In this stu dy, the behaviour of the
fat pha se was li ke a mirror image of the c hang es

(Sa mple

I,

Fig.

lOa)

and

the

medium

in

the

protein

phase

(Fig.

12

and

Fig .

!3) .

Dur i ng chopping , t he area occupied by fat was
initially less in the coarse batter t han in th e
all meat control and t hen it expanded in t he fine
batter (while the protein first expanded and then
shrank). After cooking, the only anomaly was the

~~~~n~a~~~d~~~~r~~;~o~ 4 ~~ ~~ ~~t 1 i~o t~~ 2 f~~:~~

values).
This f inely chopped product was unique . It
appeared to be composed of protein fragments
(shown i n Fig. lOd ) enclosed i n a continuous fat
phase rather t han the convent i ona l view of a
wiener (Fig . 2) as fat particles disper sed in the
continuous protein phase .
In spite of a total
in versi on of the accepted mode 1 this prod uct did
not lose more fat during cooking, as measured by
total s hrink, than the other batters. Although
no conclusion sho uld be drawn from this single

batte r

(Samp le 3 , Fi g . lOe) were similar in both area
and perimeter (Fig. 11).
Thus what was seen
pictorially was caused by c hoppi ng, but it was
apparently not related to firmness. The two that
looked most alike (the control and the medi um
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Fig .
Mean values and variation in total
perimeter of the fat in photomicrographs, as
affected by chopping and cooking a commercial
wiener formulation.

Fig .
Mean values and variation in total
perimeter of the protein in photomicrographs, as
affected by chopping and cooking a commercial
wiener forrnu 1at ion.

example, the good cook stability of this visually
peculiar product tends to support the school of
thought espoused by Randall et al. (1976) and
Corner ( 1979), who placed more emphasis on the
properties of the protein than on the fat
emulsions .

rnent .
The first decision
which had to be
made concerned the selection of an appropriate
magnification.
In the first phase (Kempton et
al .
1982)
a
major
di stortion
in
wiener
microstructure caused by the presence of nonmeat
pl~otein was observed at 30x.
Unless this crude
"clumping" of ingredients could be overcome,
there was no practical reason to examine similar
amended products under higher magnification. For
comparative studies, it is suggested that the
lowest
magnificat ion
capable
of
detecting
differences in structure should be used ; and that
the significance of these differences be reported
in the statistical sense, which requires an
objective
sampling
plan.
However,
pattern
analysis described the problem but offered no
solution.
Higher magnifications obtainable by
electron microscopy could be used to conduct a
basic study of this aberration, which could
ignore those portions of the wiener not affected.
The second decision was to give equal
emphasis to the fat and protein phases . The most
significant change in wiener technology in recent
years has been the replacement of some of the
meat proteins by vegetable, milk, egg and single celled protein .
It would seem logical to place
more emphasis on the protein matrix than had been
done in the past. No doubt existed regarding the

Although the mic rostructure of wieners has
been studied for more than twenty years, more
discussion seems to have centered on the use of
model systems than on studies of raw batters or
cooked wieners.
It was Hansen's 1960 work with
model systems, rather than his study of product
microstructure, that helped Saffle (1968) and
others achieve an understanding of the cook
stability
problem, which in turn led to the
development of computer controlled least - cost
formulations ; and it was Hansen's model that has
been
cha 11 enged
by others such as Corner
( 1979) .
Studies in this laboratory were commissioned
to provide a visual dimension to empirical
experiments conducted by industry on wieners
containing nonmeat
protein .
A relationship
between microstructure and wiener texture was an
implicit goal rather than an explicit require-
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Fig. 8 Mean values and variation in area of
photomicrographs occup ied by protein, as affected
by c hopp ing and cooking experimental wiener
formulations .
need for salt-sol uble protein to impart cook
sta bility , but the s ize of the fat droplets, or
g 1obu 1es, became corm1on currency in studies on
microstructure of wieners, from Froning et al.
(1970) to Carroll and Lee (1981) .
Yet the
problem with wieners containing nonmeat proteins
is not stability, but firmness (Table 2). Comer
(1979) dealt with both properties simult aneously
as they are affected by proteins.
Cassens and
Sc hmidt (1979) , while being careful not to claim
a ca use and effect relationship, did show that
texture was related t o the size of the fat
entities .
Therefo r e, both phases were given
eq ual attention by using image analysis.
The nature of open spaces or voids has been
addressed by Carroll and Lee (1981). They are
either a ir spaces or trapped water droplets,
which one, cannot be determined after the specimen
has been prepared for microscopic study . Many
are large enough to be considered as features of
the macrostructure and can be seen by the unaided
eye when a wiener is sliced. In microstructure ,
at 30x they can fill some fields of view
completely and they wi 11 be present in fields
se l ected
objectively .
They,
too ,
can
be
quar~tified by image analysis.

Fig . 10 Photo a : Protein component of all meat
control (Sample 1). Photo b: Protein cornponent
of coarsely-chopped wi~ner batter containing
non-meat protein (Sample 2) , showing thick
strands occupying large area of photograph .
Photo c : Protein component of medi urn chopped
Sample 3 : not visibly different from all meat
Photo a . Photo d: Protein component of finely
chopped wiener batter containing nonrneat protein
(Sample 4). Matrix appears fragmented.
Image analysis showed severa 1 differences
which were not obv i ous from visua l assessment.
In
bot h
ex pe riments ,
there
were
greater
differences between the behaviour of proteins
than between t he fat distribution patterns .
However , image ana l ysis failed to sepa rate the
amended products from their a 11 meat con tra 1 on
the key factor of firmness.
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experimenta 1
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formulations.

The loss of firmness in products contain in g
vegetable proteins may depend on the physical and
molecular structure of the protein. and thus the
mechanism may be beyond the capacity of any
microscopic study . It is suggested that t hi s be
tested by further study of the morphology of the
protein phase under mo re controlled conditions.
Slices of raw batters and cooked wieners fixed on
microscope slides can be defatted by a 20%
solution of chlorofo rm in ethanol without distort ing the protein matrix (Kempton , unpublished) .
This el iminat es the need to trace the protein in
a multicomponent system ; and it is now possible
to project the image directly onto a screen
without taking photographs. Chopping should be
done in a Mince Master, which is used in indu stry
more widely than a silent cutter; but the
chopping time variable could be excluded.
The
samples should be immersed in liquid nitrogen to
el i minate the distortion caused by f r eezing. The
point i s , that image analysis is objective rath e r
than s ubje ctive and if differences among samp l es
that vary in firm ness can be de te e ted at 30x the
use of higher magnifications should be temporarily shelved.
However, if the results of the
proposed study confirm the similarity observed

in this pre l iminary survey , the magnification
cou ld be increased to the limlt of the light
mi eros cope using the same program of image
analysis providing the number of fields analyzed
was increased su f ficiently to establish reliable
mean values and describe the distribution about
the means.
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shown that such cracks in the protein "membrane"
occurred during cooking without causing fat loss.
E.W. Ross: Occasionally, bimodal histograms are
seen:a.s-in the cooked, all meat sample in Fig.8.
Can a visual interpretation be given for such
cases?
Authors: The direct answer to your question is,
llOlTCannot. By the time we had progressed to
the study of products containing some vegetable
proteins, the number of photographs subjected to
image analysis had been reduced to 24 because of
the
relative
homogeneity
of
the
samples .
Additional photographs may have re-established a
more normal distribution about the mean values,
but the practical difference in all meat samples
in Fig . 8 is the ~ecrease in the meat protein
ar2a, from 3300 mm in the raw product to 2000
rnm
in the cooked product.
The significant
difference between mea ns seemed more important
than distribution about mean values. Fig. 9 also
contains bimodal and skewed histograms but the
mean values (denoted by M) were identical within
treatments . We would have been very concerned if
the difference between medium and fine chopping
in Fig. 9 had been obscured by variation in the
shape of the histogram; but once again the
consistency of mean values within a set seemed to
be more important than the distribution of values
about the means.

Discussion with Reviewers
Reviewer I:
Although this paper is unique in
introducing
image
analysis
to
food
microstructure, there are serious flaws. One is
the selection of samples with little or no
control over significant variables such as using
samples prepared with different sources of meat
protein.
Another is the failure to avoii the
distortion that results from storage at -18 C by
freezing
in 1 iquid nitrogen and sectioning
immediately.
Reviewer II: A very large number of products of
different compositions and chopping protocols are
being considered.
Is this a realistic number of
variables to be analysed within the limitation of
sample number, etc. of this paper?
Authors:
Theno and Schmidt (1978) and Cassens
and Schmidt {1979) showed that theories relating
~Jiener microstructure to performance characteristics must encompass the variation that exists
among corrmercial brands, and Comer (1979) showed
that the model developed by Hansen (1960) did not
explain the performance of wieners containing
nonmeat protein.
Our introductory survey was
intended to introduce image analysis to the study
of food microstructure, and it was purposely
designed to include as many variables as are
1 ikely to be encountered in further studies.
There are probably some other variables in
commercial wieners which are proprietary, such as
variation in least-cost formulations.
When all
the principal variables have been identified, it
may become possible to use multiple regression to
develop a predictive mathematical model that will
relate wiener microstructure to texture, and
image analysis {or preferably image processing)
is a method of obtaining the numerical values
necessary to construct such a model. The primary
purpose of this paper was to demonstrate the type
of information that can be obtained from image
analysis, and the text has been amended to
explain ~1hy freezing samples in liquid nitrogen
was not possible. An exaonple of the distortion
caused by freezing to - 18 C was that the protein
matrix surrounding some fat globules was sometimes cra cked and occasionally discontinuous.
However, the key parameters of total area and
total perimeter of the fat and protein features
~>Jere
not seriously affected.
Cracks in the
prate n matrix might have been serious if the
emuls on theory had been the target of this
study
but Borchert et al. (1967) had already

E.~J.
Ross:
Since areas and perimeters were
obtained for each feature in each drawing, it
might have been possible to calculate for each
feature
t~e quantity:
[ "
1- 4n • (area)/
{perimeter) which is a measure of the "out of
roundness" of the feature.
Authors: We are aware of the potential for shape
measure111ents such as rectangularity, circularity
and
invariant
moments,
but
not
of
the
comparatively simple equation you have given us.
We did not measure shape because we feared that
this was a parameter that was affected by the

~~n=i~~t(~h;~~t d\~t nu:t t~f7;~~i~~z~a~~~~~r:~~~~~
by area and perimeter) instead of using samples
frozen in liquid nitrogen.
E.W. Ross:
In Table 2, the HSD is given for
texture, but not in Table 1. Why?
Authors: The data in the Tables were supplied by
our industrial and governmental colleagues .
The
methods for determining texture and the methods
used to express statistical differences are not
standard across the meat industry.
R. J. Carroll:
You may wish to explain the
difference between image analysis and pattern
analysis for readers not knowledgeable in this
area.
Authors: This is a difficult question to answer
briefly.
~Je recommend that those not familiar
with these terms read Castleman KR (1979) Digital
Image Processing , Prentice - Hall Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, N. J. The term "image analysis " was used
in the title of this paper to imply the use of a
high - quality image digitizer as distinguished
from image processing which requires a high -
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quality image display device as well (Castleman,
1979, page 13). Pattern ana lysis, used in the
text of this paper, usually refers to a specific
statistical test such as the two-within - four
randomization test used by Kempton et al. (1982)
to analyze spat ial patterns in wien er batters.
"Pattern recognition" is the accepted term for
both aspects of this field of study. Cassens et
al. ( 1975) recognized that the ingredients of
wi eners containing soy flour had a different
distribution pattern than wieners containing only
meat proteins, when viewed under a light
microscope . Essentially, Kempton et al. (1982)
digitized these patterns, meaning that the
difference in patterns observed through the

microscope
could
be expressed
numerically.
Cast leman ( 1979) devoted two chapte rs (pages
299-346) to "statistical pattern recognition as
applied to digital images," which he considered
as little more than an introduction to the
subject. Directions are given on how to select
the "features" (fat and protein in our system) and
how to measure size (from which we selected area
and perimeter).
To answer the question as
briefly as possible, "pattern analysis" involves
comparisons
among
photographs
and
"image
analysis" determines what is in the pictures.
Both procedures express microscopic observations
in numeri ca 1 terms.
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